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Abstract: Where are You? is a bespoke machine for parents Emmie and

This was accomplished through an intense collaboration with the

Mark regularly separated from their young son Joseph by their working

illustrator Naomi Elliott.

patterns. The machine is a telescope allowing Joseph to explore an
illustrated world in search of a flag, which is placed by his parents on
their travels using a companion totem device. The machine is designed to

In the context of our Research through Design (RtD) process, we
describe our development of this machine, consider some challenges

create a ritual of playful location sharing.

when working with professional practitioners and contribute to current

The telescope reveals the world to Joseph as he points it in different

our material choices, change the terms of our conversation with the

directions and zooms in and out. Each layer is a detailed illustrated

our participants about their everyday rituals and work/life balance. The

panorama of the world at successively greater distances from his home.

machine is currently living with the family.

discourses. At each stage of our engagement, we have explored how
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Introduction

Joseph’s response to our request to make a drawing of yourselves. Photo: authors.

This paper describes a bespoke machine we built for Emmie, Mark and
their son Joseph (8 years old). They live in a village in Cornwall, England.

affects the lives of these families; capturing the daily rituals that form

Both Emmie and Mark are self-employed. Mark is a lawyer with clients

family life when together and separated and critically considering the role

who are based across the South of England. He makes home visits

of technology in their mobile living; and questioning how these patterns

and typically spends two or three nights away per week. Emmie is a

of separation are made to work for them. Each family was the recipient of

management consultant for cultural organisations; she also has periods

a bespoke machine, specifically designed for them as a response to their

of working away, but less regularly than Mark.

circumstances, to foster reflection on their values and practices.

Emmie, Mark and Joseph are one of five families we have worked with in

Where are You? is one of these machines; it is a telescope that allows

the Family Rituals 2.0 project that exemplify a modern pattern of work-

Joseph to explore an illustrated world in search of a flag placed by his

related mobility changing across most industrialised nations (Kaufmann

parents when away. In this paper we describe our Research through

and Viry 2015, Hofmeister 2005). Families are under increasing pressure

Design (RtD) process for developing and deploying this machine. We

(Chambers 2014) to support new kinds of domestic arrangements such as

intend to contribute to the unfolding discourse around domesticated

living apart together, commuter marriages and long-distance parenthood

technologies and the diversity of products in a Research through Design

(Kaufmann and Viry 2015).

practice: technology probes (Hutchinson et al. 2003), research prototypes

We created five bespoke connected Ritual Machines for five participating
families to support the ritual work of being a family when separated and
which were designed to be lived with over a period of months. This was
a two-year multidisciplinary research project supporting collaboration
between four partner universities in the UK. We engaged in dedicated
design research looking to understand how regular separation from home

and Research Products (Odom et al. 2016). Additionally, we discuss our
collaboration with the illustrator Naomi Elliott and consider partnerships
with professional practitioners in RtD projects. The machine is currently
living with the family and so a detailed analysis of their experiences is
beyond the scope of this paper. Two machines from this project have
been previously reported (Kirk et al. 2015).
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Design Ethnography
We got to know Emmie, Mark and Joseph through interviews and the

No.1 Daddy teddy; Digital Question Box; a Like/Dislike photograph; House Rules.
Photos: authors.

materials they generated from a pack of our Cultural Probes (Gaver
et al. 1999). Prior to the deployment of the machine we made three
interviews, each approximately one hour long, two over Skype and
one in person at their home. At the first interview we gave them a
Cultural Probe pack containing a playful collection of diverse printed
and object-based activities. These were designed to provide us with an
idea of domestic and family life, and more importantly insights into the
significant, everyday rituals that formed it. In addition, we wanted to be
sensitised to their values, styles and attitudes.
The Cultural Probe pack was carefully designed to communicate a care
that would help to build trust with the family for the later machine
deployment. It contained two booklets: What Makes You You? (for
Emmie, Mark and Joseph at home) and Your life as a Mobile Worker
(for Mark when away). These booklets contained a variety of stimuli,
questions to answer, and opportunities to fill in charts and make drawings
- all concerning the rhythms of daily life. The activities for home, included
a Home Geographies map probing feelings and activities; a digital Like/
Dislike Camera capturing attitudes to the home; a Digital Question
Box asking timely questions; and a card asking about house rules.
Additionally, Mark had a list of photographs to take whilst away and set

of maps with stickers to indicate trips and social networks.
The second interview was structured around the family's responses
to the Cultural Probes and here we began to develop a sense of what
Emmie, Mark and Joseph enjoy when together: We realized that actually
quite a lot of the time we do spend making up silly songs, being silly and
daft, and that’s the main thing that we do. [Emmie]
Mark expressed some difficulty talking to Joseph on the telephone, as a
conversation starter he had made his travel into a game: Wherever I am
I’ll take a photograph with me and [the No.1 Daddy Teddy] I’ll try and do
a selfie in different places. Usually in hotel rooms, but if I go to London
[...] it’ll be Windsor Castle or wherever I’m going I’ll try to take a photo
[and send it to Emmie and Joseph]. [Mark]
Joseph speculated what we might build for when his dad is away:
Actually, that’s a good machine. Something that smells like my dad,
because I quite like the smell of dad. [Joseph]
Recurrent themes were a love of their geography, the outdoors and walks
with Molly the dog.
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Design Responses

From our earliest explorations we decided that the telescope would

The family’s responses to the Cultural Probe packs and interview

sensors. We prototyped an app to display a panorama registered with the

transcripts gave us a vast diversity of material from which to make

compass bearing of the device. At this point we engaged the illustrator

early design responses that we believed might create or extend rituals

Naomi Elliott as we explored ways to create an illustrated world. The

around periods of separation. We explored two main ideas that extended

totem device's operation remained relatively underspecified at the early

existing rituals: ways of recording and sharing made-up songs with Mark

stages, to record but not to track location. These functions were also

(through a range of connected devices; including a collar worn by Molly

provided by an embedded mobile telephone (Chatting et al. 2017).

the dog) and a telescope that would allow Joseph to see where Mark (or
Emmie) had travelled to. We sketched and prototyped elements of both
ideas; developing and critiquing them with the sensibilities for exploring
domestic ritual that we have previously described (Chatting et al.
2015); namely: Temporality, Expression, Connectivity, Reciprocality and
Perceivable Volume. We chose to develop the telescope.

embed a mobile telephone for its graphical display and movement

Cardboard was initially used to prototype the body of the telescope.
Through the process we realised that allowing Joseph to build the
telescope for himself would, we hoped, give him a sense of ownership.
Designing it as a flat-packed kit dictated the form and our use of these
same provisional materials: cardboard, acrylic and elastic bands.
As our exploration developed we were conscious of the Compass Phone
(Yoo 2009), Time Telescope (Schofield 2014) and Google Cardboard (Coz
and Henry 2014). The process took a little over one year to complete.

An early sketch of the telescope. Image: authors.

Cardboard prototyping; Sketching; Early phone mounting experiments. Photos: authors.
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Contents of the box as delivered to Emmie, Mark and Joseph. Photo: authors.
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Build Your Own Ritual Machine

The instruction manual was carefully designed to both build the

Emmie, Mark and Joseph received a parcel in the post, they did not

set-up the WiFi and Apple Guided Access (which locks the device to run

know what was inside. The machine we had built for them came flat-

the Telescope app to run at all times).

packed with an instruction manual. We were interested in how they, and
especially Joseph, might adopt the machine into their home and makemeaning with it, when they had built it themselves.

telescope and configure the iPhone that is enclosed inside. Specifically, to

The telescope body and internal iPhone cradle gives external access to
the power button, the USB for charging and the rotary zoom wheel. An
aperture at the end allows the screen to be seen.

The telescope is constructed from laser-cut acrylic and cardboard, held
together with elastic bands. It is designed for Joseph to build and modify

The totem device required no construction or configuration.

it himself. We hoped the aesthetic (Frens and van Campenhout 2014)
would encourage an ownership and his reinterpretations of the device.
We knew from our Design Ethnography that he enjoyed model building.

Telescope - building the cradle

Telescope - building the body

The iPhone is on a cradle inside the telescope - we need to put that together now.

We now need to build the body of the telescope.

The iPhone sits so that the round home button is accessible through the hole in the front and
the power button liines up with the button on the cradle.

First locate the wheel on the cradle and find the corresponding slot in the cardboard, then take
the two end pieces and locate those with the notches and holes.

1

2

1

Now fold the cardboard around to form a tube. Each hole and notch should be alligned. Finally,
secure the tube with two yellow elastic bands.

2

You have built the telescope!

3

Once the iPhone is in place, use two black elastic bands to secure it. Then plug the cable into
the headphone socket.

6

Pages from the instruction manual. Images: authors.

7

The constructed telescope. Photo: authors.
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Ritualising Microinteractions

Placing the totem flag. Photo: authors.

We found Saffer’s microinteractions (Saffer 2013) a useful lens to focus
on the value of specifying the aesthetic of an individual moment of
interaction; that might arguably become ritualised.
Our first microinteractions is the action of the totem. When the acrylic
flag is pushed into the hole, it triggers the pressure sensitive screen of
the embedded Android phone, to change the screen colour and send the
current location (determined by GPS) by the mobile data service to our
servers. This action, essentially a button press, yet deliberately elaborated
with the physical flag to make a moment of ritual. The use of a flag is also
intended to make the function of the device publically legible.
We considered a variety of interactions between the totem and
telescope: that a notification might be sent when the flag was found, that
different flags might be placed in different game modes or messages sent.
However, we kept the totem interaction quite simple, preferring that

The implementation of the zoom became an RtD exploration in its own
right. We wanted a solution requiring no additional circuitry or power.
We considered using a magnetic controller (Bianchi and Oakley 2013),
but the telescope already makes use of the magnetometer to obtain a
compass bearing. Instead we used a novel capacitive touch technique
with an Incremental Digital Rotary Encoder; containing two internal
push switches. As the wheel is rotated a sequence of faux-touches are
made on the iPhone screen through two relatively large, thumb-sized,
copper plates held tight to the screen. The plates are wired through the
two switches in the encoder to ground, which is obtained from the jack
socket. Prior to this there was a great deal of experimentation with much
smaller foil based plates (including the use of gels and conductive inks
to make better contact with the screen). The faux-touches are finally
interpreted in software to trigger the zoom action.

these other functions might be fulfilled over telephone conversations or
other existing communication channels.
The second microinteraction is the telescope’s zoom wheel that causes
the view to zoom out when rotated clockwise or anticlockwise to zoom
in. This triggers an animation in the telescope where the layers raise and
lower in and out of the scene; like a paper theatre.

The telescope cradle and the zoom wheel faux-touch assembly. Photo: authors.
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Some views through the telescope: Scilly Isles; London; the found flag and Wexford at night. Photo: authors.

Exploring the Telescope World

via WiFi with our servers to determine the position of the flag.

As Joseph points the telescope in different directions new parts of the

We included an illustrated paper map for Joseph so that he could record

world are revealed. By using the zoom wheel he can change the distance.
When the flag is found it is animated into view.

the places he saw in the telescope and where the flag had been planted.
We hoped this would begin conversations either on the telephone whilst
Mark or Emmie were away or together with the map on their return.

The telescope contains 30 detailed panoramas of England, Wales,
Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland and beyond over 16
distance layers illustrated by Naomi Elliott. Each constructs a complete
360-degree view of the world at successively greater distances from
Joseph’s home in Cornwall; like layers of an onion. Day and night versions
of each are interchanged at the point of sunset and sunrise, which is
calculated for each day.
The iPhone uses the electronic compass (magnetometer), gyroscope and
accelerometer to determine the telescope’s orientation. It communicates

The paper map. Photo: authors.
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Early sketch exploring the distance between layers to determine a resolution of view.
Photo: authors.

Sections from a selection of the final daytime panaroma artwork (without sea or sky).
Photo: authors.
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Making Tools
In order that the world would appear correctly in the telescope in the
right direction and that towns would be seen correctly behind each other
when the zoom level was changed, the illustrations had to be carefully
composed. We developed a bespoke tool that allowed us to unwrap the
panoramas around Joseph’s home at regular distances to make templates
for illustration. Each panorama becomes wider as we move further
away. We referenced a STRM terrain map (Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission) to determine the location of the coastline and the height of the
terrain between. In addition, we projected the longitude and latitude of
significant places (towns, cities and landmarks) and labelled their position
on the templates.
The templates were central to our collaboration with Naomi Elliott
who used them in combinations with mood boards to illustrate
each panorama. The form of these templates evolved through our
collaboration as we better understood each other's needs.
The resulting panoramas were gigantic, many up to 20,000 pixels
wide. This caused challenges for Naomi's establish processes in Adobe
Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop; and in the rendering of these images

STRM terrain data rendered as an image (white sea-level, black mountain); unwrapped
panoramas for successively greater distances from Joseph’s home; template from one
panorama with labelled landmarks and places showing land height and coastline (partial
view); artwork created from template (highlighting shows a single viewpoint). Photo:
authors.

in the iPhone app. We developed an automatic cropping tool that would
divide these images and maintain the correct filename (in which was
encoded the position of the image in the world).
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RtD with Professional Practitioners

agreed deliverables; as both parties become more invested in the work

This project would not have been possible without a productive

assumptions of a simple client relationship. An academically motivated

collaboration with the professional illustrator Naomi Elliott, who

RtD inquiry is inherently difficult to integrate into a commercial

produced 30 detailed panoramas over 16 distance layers, for both night

practice of frequent short well-defined projects with hard deadlines.

and day, a paper map, plus multiple explorations of style and colour

Acknowledging and working with these positions is essential to enable

palettes – in a total engagement of over a year.

such collaborations.

As we have described, communication and exchange between us
was necessarily supported by a set of techniques and tools that
we co-developed over the duration of the project. While this was

decision making becomes increasingly mutual, further challenging any

Ritual Machine Products

challenging, this process ultimately worked well and we think reduced

In developing the telescope and totem for Emmie, Mark and Joseph

misunderstandings and opened-up possibility. In parallel with the

our intention was to create experiences and moments of reflection for

illustrated world we developed the telescope and traveller’s totem. This

them that would allow us to have a rich dialogue with them about their

allowed us to iteratively explore the interplay of these devices and the

attitudes to home and work; in particular the ritualised activities that

imagery; so for instance, the form and interaction of the totem’s flag

might constitute being a family.

followed the illustration and animation. However, with the hardware still
in development and in the most part working remotely, we were unable

Throughout the development of our machines we struggled to find

to test the imagery on the telescope as much as we would have liked.

a vocabulary to describe our necessary concerns in designing and

We believe there are challenges and tensions that are peculiar to a

over a sustained period of time. We felt that our development and use

Research through Design collaboration between academic design

of the machines went beyond a common use of prototype, with its

researchers and professional practitioners. The exploratory open-

connotations of fragility and there being a moment of demonstration.

endedness distinguishes it from a more conventional bounded set of

Odom's articulation of Research Products (Odom et al. 2016) gave us the

building complex systems working independently in a complex world
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vocabulary we were seeking and a framework to productively apply; that

conscious of this secondary audience and it has influenced our design

of inquiry driven, finish, independence and fit.

work. For instance, in addition to our themes of everyday rituals and

Where are You? was a bespoke response to fit into the lives of this
specific family; to further our inquiry into their rituals and attitudes to

work/life balance, we are deliberately seeking to contribute a new
exemplar in the debates of tracking and privacy. Each artefact now speaks
not through interaction, but through form, association and description.

separation due to their working practices. Our decision to deliver a flat-

It is important that the telescope looks like a telescope and the totem

packed kit with a detailed instruction manual and our choice of familiar

communicates its relation to location. To show the machine in context

materials (cardboard, acrylic, elastic bands) were attempts to manipulate

we have produced a short film, where actors play the family (Green and

readings of finish. Finished enough to be reliable, yet unfinished to allow
reinterpretation and modification. We wanted to give Joseph a feeling of

Chatting 2016). Crucially this allows us to demonstrate the dynamic
qualities of the illustrated world and the interaction with the telescope.

engagement with the project and a sense of ownership of the telescope.
We offer a more detailed critique of the qualities of Research Products in
relation to our machines elsewhere (Chatting et al. 2017).

Conclusion

The family is currently living with the machine so a detailed analysis of

We have presented the Research through Design process by which we

their experiences is beyond the scope of this paper. However, on the
day of the delivery we witnessed (via a video Skype call) their excited
reactions as they followed the instructions and built the telescope – a
particular gratifying interaction between Joseph and Mark. In the weeks
since we have begun to see their use of the machine and we look forward
to speaking to them about their experiences.
As this Ritual Machine comes to the end of its time with the family, it
begins a new phase of more public scrutiny; articulated in publications
such as this, in design shows and on webpages. We were always

have built and deployed the Where Are You? bespoke Ritual Machine;
showing how our design response led from our ethnography and the
machine then further explores these aspects of the family's lives. We
focused on our design of moments of microinteraction that might
structure emerging ritual practices. In addition, we have described the
tools and reflected on the considerations needed to support the intensely
productive collaboration with our illustrator. Finally, we have situated
this work within debates of RtD practice and in a broader HCI discourse;
specifically, with those about Research Products.
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